




Big data will produce progress…eventually.  

- Nate Silver, The signal and the noise – Why so many predictions fail – but some don’t



1. Uncertainty Will Continue

2. Data Will Overwhelm

3. Hard to Find Great Talent



http://ww2.cfo.com/big-data-technology/2015/01/finance-hurry-big-data-party/



“Balance act”

HISTORIC
Control 

Integrity

Reporting

PRESENT
Planning

Predictive Analytics

Dashboards

FUTURE
Uncertainty & Risk

Machine Learning

Strategy Optimization



“The rate at which we're generating data is 

rapidly outpacing our ability to analyze it,” 

Professor Patrick Wolfe, Executive Director of the University College of London’s Big 

Data Institute



Known Knowns Known 
Unknowns

Unknown 
Unknowns

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GiPe1OiKQ

uk

Looking beyond Known Knowns - guycuthbert.com • by Guy Cuthbert • February 3, 

2013

.

Description Know or accessible data Data that needs context and 

continually changes. Questions that 

have answers with a caveat: “This 

month it’s...”

Data/Patterns that are unknown to the 

point that we are not looking for them

Example Sales for last month Who are our most-profitable

Customer

Insight uncovered accidentally whilst 

looking for something quite different

Reporting Standard Reports & 

Dashboards

Visual Analytics which highlights 

insight

Pattern uncovered were never explored 

because it went against conventional 

thinking

Value Low (Vanity)/Medium 

(Actionable) –

(Automated reporting)

High – builds insight Highly valuable, and could have 

significant impact

Reporting Insight Golden Nuggets

Looking beyond Known Knowns - guycuthbert.com • by Guy Cuthbert • February 3, 2013

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GiPe1OiKQuk


Variety of sources 

e.g. databases; 

documents and 

spreadsheets, data 

feeds

Data is being is 

becoming real 

time; for effective 

decisions, it needs 

to be analyzed in 

real time

Results need to be 

interpreted quickly 

and accurately. 

That means Action!

Velocity

Audibility Availability Actionable

Source Visualization

Accuracy



Business

Insight 
Generation

Strategic 
Support

Value 
Creation

Data3.

Strategy1.2.
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Business

Insight 
Generation

Strategic 
Support

Value 
Creation

Data3.

Strategy1.2.

Based on publically available data

.

Strategy 2012: Provide long term 

value to guests

Business: Who are my most loyal 

long term guests?

Data: Identify parents-to-be 

and send them coupons to 

hook them early

Strategy 2015: Target will 

create a more guest-centric 

experience



Insight 
Generation

Strategic 
Support

Value 
Creation

http://www.forbes.com/sites/kashmirhill/2012/02/16/how-target-figured-out-a-teen-girl-was-pregnant-before-her-father-did/#48cb081234c6
.

“My daughter got this in the mail!” 
he said. “She’s still in high school, 
and you’re sending her coupons 
for baby clothes and cribs? Are 
you trying to encourage her to get 
pregnant?”

“I had a talk with my daughter,” he 

said. “It turns out there’s been 

some activities in my house I 

haven’t been completely aware of. 

She’s due in August. I owe you an 

apology.”



Overall, companies are having a hard time 

finding candidates with strong analytical 

skills who can also produce reports that 

affect behavior, drive management decision-

making and add value to the business, and 

who understand business operations. 

Deloitte CFO Signals™ Survey 2015





The Black Swan – Nassim Nicholas Taleb

The Melting Ice Cube Thought Experiment 

Is it easier to gain more insight from looking 

backward or forward? 



1. Uncertainty

2. Data 

3. Empowerment






